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Abstract — Clock paths in mixed-signal integrated circuits
are critical building blocks possibly determining the entire
circuit performance. A precisely controllable clock phase is
highly desirable e.g. for monolithic, ultra high-speed data
converters with time-interleaving, i.e. digital-to-analog (DAC) and
analog-to-digital (ADC) converters, to adjust the time-interleaved
converter channels’ timing. More precisely, these converters use
the means of analog multiplexing at the DAC outputs or analog
demultiplexing at the ADC inputs, respectively. A broadband and
low jitter clock path for frequencies up to 57 GHz is presented
including 5 bit programmable phase interpolators at half input
frequency with a phase delay resolution of about 1.25 ps realized
in a 28 nm FD-SOI CMOS technology. A combination of current
mode logic and CMOS logic is used in the proposed circuit.

Keywords — CMOS integrated circuits, phase shifters, mixed
analog digital integrated circuits, analog-digital conversion,
digital-analog conversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mixed-signal integrated data converter circuits, such
as time-interleaved digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) with ultra high conversion
rates, demand challenging clock path circuits possibly
determining the entire circuit performance. First, frequency
dividers for different circuit parts are required. Secondly,
several clock signal properties like common mode level,
duty cycle and magnitude have to be optimized. Finally, for
proper timing in clocked, time-interleaved front-end systems,
the clock phase relations have to be precisely adjustable
to omit intersymbol interference and ensure ideal sampling
instants. Especially DACs that use the means of analog
multiplexing at the DAC outputs [1] or a set of ADCs that
use demultiplexing at their inputs [2], respectively, require
precise relative clock timing (skew) of the single converters’
clocks. Additionally, jitter is a critical aspect determining
effective number of bits (ENOB) with increasing signal
frequency. Here, a low jitter clock path up to 57GHz
including a 5 bit programmable phase interpolator realized in
a 28 nm fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) CMOS
technology [3] allowing forward body-biasing is presented. It
is a key element for paving the way to higher sampling rates
of monolithic, time-interleaved data converters in CMOS. The
input circuit parts at highest frequencies (fclk and fclk/2) are

realized in (inductively peaked) current mode logic (CML).
After level conversion, the design passes into common CMOS
logic.

II. CLOCK PATH CONCEPT

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the entire clock system.
Although the real circuit provides two equivalent branches of
fclk/2 channels, only one channel is discussed here. As an
example, in a time-interleaved data converter, fclk is used for
the high-speed output multiplexer (MUX) whereas the other
clocks on lower frequency domains provide clock signals for
the digital MUXs at its input. Next to differential amplifiers
(DAs), source followers (SFs) and different frequency dividers
in different architectures, an offset control circuit, a start
circuit, a programmable phase interpolator as well as a
common mode control circuit are key components of the
system. After the first clock division and phase rotation, a level
conversion takes place providing the signals for the much more
compact CMOS logic part with less power consumption.

III. CML PART

The CML part uses inductive peaking techniques in most
components. The clock path starts with a passive offset control
circuit depicted in Fig. 2. This circuit allows to control the
common mode voltages of the two input clock signals and thus
the duty cycle of the differential clock signal. On the right
hand side (R3...R5, C3 and L), a DC bias network sets the
common mode voltage Vcm of both clock signals. On the left
hand side, the external offset control voltage is shown which
allows detuning the two common mode voltages for precise
alignment. The resistor values are chosen to achieve 50Ω
termination single-ended (SE) (100Ω differential) in total.

Next, a cascade of DAs with inductive series as well as
shunt peaking (see e.g. [4]) amplifies the signal before reaching
a start circuit (see Fig. 3). This chain of amplifiers ensures
limitation even for small input clock power levels. The start
process is of particular importance for the first frequency
divider in the CMOS logic part in the clock domain fclk/2.
Since it is run at its upper frequency limit, the clock signal has
to be initialized and started at a dedicated phase. Moreover,
transient settling effects at the start can cause short pulses
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leading to a nonfunctional static state of the divider at fclk/2
and thus to a breakdown of divider activity. The circuit in
Fig. 3 is responsible for both, a proper phase for initialization
as well as a sampling of the reset signal RCML to control the
length of the first clock half-pulses.

The frequency divider consists of two CML latches with
initialization transistors in negative feedback configuration and
modified by shunt peaking.

Another key component is the 5 bit programmable phase
interpolator, similar to e.g. [5]. Its core is a weighted adder
which is shown in Fig. 4. In the following, the phase

interpolator’s output delay is not considered in the output
phase. Assuming ideal, single-tone signals and a perfectly
linear system, the output signal of the weighted adder
depending on the input amplitudes V̂clk1 and V̂clk2 can be
described as the following phasor:

V clk, out ∼ α · V̂clk1 − j · (1− α) · V̂clk2 . (1)

Without loss of generality, the phase difference between V clk1

and V clk2 is assumed to be +π/2. The weighting factor α
can be tuned by three programmable current sources with
binary weighting. A programmable register allows setting the
logical inputs sel0, sel1 and sel2. For binary weighting, the
current sources in cascode configuration are adapted in their
transistor widths (w, 2w, 4w) and for symmetry reasons, the
resistor values (R0, 2R0, 4R0) are scaled accordingly. Ideally,
the output signal’s phase referred to V clk1 assuming the same
amplitudes for the input signals is

arg
{
V clk, out

}
= −arctan

(
1− α

α

)
(2)

with

α =
(
sel2 · 22 + sel1 · 21 + sel0 · 20

)
/
(
23 − 1

)
. (3)

α ∈ [0, 1] and for the logical selection inputs, it holds
seli ∈ {0, 1}. Generally, the output phase ϕclk, out of V clk, out

can be expressed as

ϕclk, out =

∑N−1
i=0

(
seli · 2i · ϕclk1 + (1− seli) · 2i · ϕclk2

)
2N − 1

.

(4)
Here, a N = 3 (bit) weighted adder is discussed. The weighted
adder can only interpolate phases between those of the input
signals (e.g. [−π/2, 0]), their phases included. I.e., only phases
of one quadrant can be reached. For a full phase control,
two MUXs with another two control inputs sel3 and sel4 are
required in front of the weighted adder enabling the choice
of the desired quadrant by adaption of the input signals (see
Fig. 5). Therefore, all four phases (I, I, Q, Q) provided by the
frequency divider are required. It has to be mentioned that the
phase interpolator works best for sinusoidal signals which is
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The choice of connections is defined by layout reasons.

especially given for high frequencies where this circuit part is
not in limitation anymore.

Finally, the interface between the CML and the CMOS
logic part is of special importance. The common mode level
and thus the duty cycle referred to the switching point of
the CMOS logic part has to be adapted. Fig. 6 shows the
common mode shift in two steps. First, an amplifier stage with
an additional load resistor R1 = 10Ω shifts the common mode
output level by R1 ·I01. An extra control input IBiasCML2CMOS

allows detuning the shift for precise level adaption at this
critical interface. Secondly, a source follower for each clock
signal causes another fixed level shift of a gate-source voltage.

After common mode level adaption, architecture is changed
to CMOS logic for power consumption and chip area reasons.

IV. CMOS LOGIC PART

The CMOS logic part starts with two inverters for voltage
level regeneration providing a limited signal to the first
frequency divider. There are two types of frequency dividers
in this part as depicted in [6]. Their basic latch structures
are the same. However, the first frequency divider at fclk/2
is driven at its frequency limit which is why initialization
and a correct start clock phase are required. Minimum
initialization transistors in combination with the proper initial
phase delivered by the CML part are essential at the start.
As mentioned before, the first clock pulses are critical and
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there is only little tolerance for short pulses caused by transient
settling effects. Going beyond leads to a common mode shift
away from ∼ VDD/2 and the divider stops action ending in
a nonfunctional static state. To omit a critical voltage drop at
start due to the sudden current demand through supply lines
with inherent inductances and bonding wires, the frequency
dividers have their own supply voltage with large block
capacitors not being disturbed by other circuit parts and are
switched on sequentially.

At the lower frequency domains, resettable frequency
dividers are used [6] with AND/NAND gates implemented
as differential cascode voltage switch logic (DCVSL) gates.
Their input reset signal is sampled and operation starts
synchronously to the input clock signal. In case of several
fclk/2 channels are required (see “other fclk/2 channels” in
Fig. 1), a synchronous start by sampling of the reset signal
is important for synchronization of the different channels.
Therefore, the initialization and reset concept enables a
multi-clock, multi-phase system that can start a clocked CMOS
converter with a large power consumption jump on startup.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The successive start sequence is given in Table 1 and
run automatically on-chip by analog delay elements for
the global reset signal. External supply voltages vary from
0.9V to 1.15V (overdrive) for different CMOS logic parts.
For CML parts, the externally applied positive voltage is
VDD,CML = 1.7V, the bottom ones are VSS1,CML = 0.0V
and VSS2,CML = −0.7V, respectively. On the one hand, a
slight overdrive to the transistors is applied. On the other
hand, the voltage drops caused by series resistances on the
supply lines are compensated by the given voltage values. The
estimated total power consumption including two equivalent
branches of fclk/2 channels for the fclk/16 signal not
considering the CMOS inverters and the 50Ω output drivers
for the fclk/16 signal is about 1.1W. The CMOS frequency
dividers’ contribution is less than 6%.

Fig. 7 shows the fclk = 57GHz SE measurement results
of the output clock signal clkout at fclk/16 = 3.5625GHz
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Fig. 7. (a) Photograph of the bonded die in the RF board cavity. In blue color, the CML part including GSSG input is shown. The small CMOS logic parts are
shown in white color. Next to the clock path, the die also contains other circuits not presented here. (b) and (c) show the measurement results of the divided
SE output clock signal clkout at fclk/16 = 3.5625GHz for (b) all phase interpolator positions within 360◦ and (c) the phase positions within one quadrant
in a closer view. For measurement reasons, rising and falling edges appear together in (b).

Table 1. Stepwise start sequence.

Step Part Signal

1 divider fclk → fclk/2 init.: on → off
divider fclk/2 → fclk/4 init.: on → off

2 start circuit fclk MUX: static → clock
3 divider fclk/4 → fclk/8 reset: on → off (sampled)
4 divider fclk/8 → fclk/16 reset: on → off (sampled)

for different phase interpolator settings. Measurements were
done using a subsampling oscilloscope with a sampling module
bandwidth of 70GHz and a phase reference module driven
at fclk for low jitter measurements. Fig. 7b shows all phase
interpolator positions inside a phase window of 360◦ referred
to the fclk/2 domain. In principle, a 5 bit programmable phase
interpolator can generate 32 different phases. As the four phase
positions at the corners of the four quadrants fall together, 28
different positions can be observed in one cycle resulting in
a phase delay resolution of ∆t = 2

28·fclk ≈ 1.25 ps or an
angle resolution referred to fclk/2 of ∆ϕ = 360◦/28 ≈ 12.9◦,
respectively. Due to asymmetries, the two corresponding values
at each quadrant corner slightly differ which leads to broader
curves at these positions. A closer view of all positions
within one quadrant is shown in Fig. 7c revealing phase delay
resolutions of about 1.0 ps− 1.4 ps. Furthermore, a low RMS
jitter of ∼180 fs can be determined. It is quite comparable
to the value of (<)150 fs in [7] discussing a state-of-the-art
FinFET DAC. However, it is determined differently. It has to
be mentioned that this value represents the one of the whole
system including CMOS logic parts (also parts for different
chip functionality not discussed here) that dynamically load
the supply voltage and additionally the one of the measurement
setup. Consequently, the on-chip jitter at the CML part might
be even less. The lowest operation frequency verified by
measurements is 2GHz. However, this value is limited by the
measurement setup.

VI. CONCLUSION

A low jitter clock path up to 57GHz including a 5 bit
programmable phase interpolator realized in 28 nm FD-SOI
CMOS technology is presented. The key aspects are the
separation of the circuit into a partially inductively peaked

CML and a common CMOS logic part as well as a clock
startup concept considering a successive start sequence with
initialization and reset parts. Furthermore, separated supply
voltage domains with large block capacitors omitting critical
voltage drops have been implemented to ensure proper startup
operation of all sensitive circuit parts. The presented clock path
enables time-interleaving of ultra high-speed CMOS integrated
sampling systems, i.e. broadband data converters.
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